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Outreach Sessions:  
Per terms of the award, I have registered to attend a local community event, Cinco de Mayo, also known as Diversity Day. This event is sponsored by Peace House and draws a considerable crowd. I will use the display equipment purchased through this grant and will display the Spanish language medical print materials also purchased with this award.

Other accomplishments:  
I continue to work on the brochure of Spanish language medical websites and plan to have this brochure ready to take with me in May.

Target audience: NA

Goals, Outcomes, Objectives:  
My objectives remain the same. As I research Spanish medical websites, I find similar problems in evaluating the sites that I would expect to find in evaluating English language medical web resources. While there is an abundance of material, few meet evaluation criteria for statement of ownership or sponsorship and contact information clearly stated.

Evaluation: NA

Impacts and Observations: NA

Planned Activities:
5/28 Cinco de Mayo--Diversity Day Community Fair
6/1 Distribute brochure to People's Health Van and Summit County Health Department
6/30 Schedule Internet classes with clinics.